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Preface

This Guidelines is in particular dedicated to our Pingyao residents.

I had the idea of creating conservation guidelines for Pingyao traditional courtyard 

houses for a very long time. Already during the 1980s, while I was directing the 

formulation of the Pingyao Conservation Plan for Famous Historic Cultural Towns, 

this issue was raised namely how to adapt traditional residential houses with 

contemporary living functions, how to provide residents with limited living space 

relatively adequate living conditions, how to provide stakeholders a complete 

conservation guideline book, etc. have been raised and incorporated in that 

conservation plan, with the intention to provide residents scientifically based 

guidance and constraints to prevent any damage and loss of regional characters of 

traditional architecture caused during the implementation of unguided restoration.

The Conservation Management Guidelines for Traditional Courtyard Houses 

and Environment in the Ancient City of Pingyao, initiated by Pingyao County 

Government and UNESCO, financed by China Cultural Heritage Foundation and 

Global Heritage Fund, and compiled by Tongji University, presents a scientific value 

from a technical perspective, an environmental perspective and a methodology 

and provides an overall analysis of its practical uses. I was very pleased that the 

contents and focus of the Guidelines coincides with the original intention of the 

Pingyao Conservation Plan thirty years ago, nevertheless presented with a more 

intact, more comprehensive, more elaborative and even more “Pingyao” research 

output. More importantly, with the deep awareness of the significant role of 

traditional courtyard houses as the essential and eternal spiritual value and as the 

source of vitality of the Ancient City of Pingyao, more and more talented people are 

devoted to the conservation of the traditional courtyard houses, ensuring a bright 

and promising future for Pingyao.

  Inheriting the Conservation of Traditional Courtyard Houses

Thereby, my respected Pingyao friends, I truly wish that you are pleased with this 

Guidelines and benefit from it! 

Li Jinsheng

Deputy Director of Shanxi Provincial

Department of Housing

Urban-Rural Development

Li Jinsheng



The Ancient City of Pingyao is an outstanding example of Han cities in the Ming and 
Qing dynasties. It retains all the Han city features, provides a complete picture of 
the cultural, social, economic and religious development in Chinese history.

Traditional courtyard houses are without a doubt one of the most important 
elements in this picture. 3739 traditional courtyard houses and other public 
buildings in the Ancient City of Pingyao are the living evidence of the traditional 
culture of Han Chinese, most of which are still in use, playing an important role 
in residents’ daily life. All those traditional courtyard houses in varying conditions 
together represent an inherited 2700-year historic memory of Pingyao, not only as 
residents’ houses, but also as the “root” of this miraculous turtle-shaped city (the 
general layout of the Ancient City of Pingyao resembles a turtle, which is a symbol 
of “longevity and tenacity” in China).

Conservation of the traditional courtyard houses is the vital step of preserving the 
Ancient City of Pingyao. It is the responsibility of history, culture and humanity, 
more importantly, it is a commitment of Pingyao. Since the application for the 
inscription on the World Heritage list, successive Pingyao Party Committees and the 
Pingyao County Government have continuously endeavored in the conservation of 
the Ancient City of Pingyao. However, due to the social and economic development 
over time, funding shortage, property rights problems, lack of regulations, etc., 
Pingyao has become increasingly in danger of losing its traditional courtyard 
houses. A new pathway for the conservation of traditional courtyard houses is 
therefore urgently needed.

In recent years, the Pingyao Party Committee and the Pingyao County Government 
have been devoted to strengthen the conservation capacity and explore the new 
conservation pathways with limited funding: enhancing the social donation for 
the conservation of traditional courtyard houses; developing Mijiangxiang No 12 
courtyard as a sample conservation courtyard; selecting 53 traditional courtyard 
houses to provide restoration guidance and government financial compensation 
since the establishment of the financial compensation policy in 2012.

Protecting Traditional Courtyard Houses: 
the Essence of Preserving the Ancient City of Pingyao

Recognizing that overall living preservation is an important principle of 
conservation of traditional courtyard houses, since 2012, the Pingyao Party 
Committee, Pingyao County Government and UNESCO have initiated, and Tongji 
University has compiled the Conservation Management Guidelines for Traditional 
Courtyard Houses and Environment in the Ancient City of Pingyao, with the kind 
support of Shanxi Provincial Department of Housing Urban-Rural Development 
and international experts. This Guidelines aims to guide the conservation work 
of Pingyao traditional courtyard houses, improve the living quality of residents, 
accelerate the development of conservation and management of traditional 
courtyard houses, as well as provide a long-term technical management support for 
relevant government departments.

This Guidelines is a cohesive output of all the experts, combining international 
and national advanced experiences with the practical need of the conservation 
of traditional courtyard houses in Pingyao. It is our commitment to apply this 
Guidelines into conservation practices. The Pingyao Party Committee, the Pingyao 
County Government and all other relevant county departments shall use this 
Guidelines as a baseline for the implementation of conservation work, in order 
to develop and promote consensus and awareness for the importance of the 
conservation of traditional courtyard houses.

Conservation is urgently needed for the traditional courtyard houses, as it is the key 
for the inheritance of history and culture for future generations. 

I truly wish success for the future conservation of Pingyao traditional courtyard 
houses!

Wei Mingxi

Communist Party Secretary-General

of Pingyao County

Wei Mingxi
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Figure 5.5: Recommended models for the installation of private bathroom and kitchen in 
wing house and principal house

5.3. Guidance Notes for Living 
Facilities Upgrade
5.3.1. Bathroom and Kitchen
1. When the location and size of the original bathroom and kitchen 

meet modern requirements without negative effects on the 
traditional courtyard houses, they can be renovated in the original 
location. 

2. When the location and size of the original bathroom and kitchen 
do not meet modern requirements, they can be changed in 
accordance with the requirements included in this section.

3. The bathroom and kitchen should have mechanical ventilation.

4. The bathroom wall and floor should have a waterproof layer, and 
ceilings should be of water-resistant material.

5. The bathroom should be separated into wet and dry areas, and 
the shower should best be enclosed.

6. The wall and floor of the kitchen should have a waterproof layer.

7. For kitchen exhaust, existing exhaust systems and/or chimneys 
should be used. Do not discharge smoke towards the courtyard.

Figures 5.4-5.6 show some recommended models of bathroom and 
kitchen. 

Figure 5.4: Recommended model for public/shared bathroom and kitchen within a 
courtyard building

Recommended layout in wing house (type a) Recommended layout in wing house (type b)

Recommended layout in principal house (type a) Recommended layout in principal house (type b)

Bathroom Kitchen

Bathroom Kitchen
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Appendix 1: English-Chinese Glossary

Appendices

English Pinyin Chinese Literal meaning

ancient gu 古 ancient 

adaptive reuse shiyingxing 
gongneng

适应型功能
adapt + type + func-
tion

architecture jianzhu 建筑
building/architec-
ture

assessment pinggu 评估
assessment/evalua-
tion

authenticity zhenshi(xing) 真实性 true + fact/real

axial-connection 
type of courtyard 
layout

chuanlianxing 
yuanluo

串联型院落
string + connection 
+ type + courtyard

buffer zone jianshe kongzhi 
didai

建设控制地
带

construction/devel-
opment + control + 
zone

English Pinyin Chinese Literal meaning

building jianzhu 建筑
building/architec-
ture

building-like gate wuyushi damen 屋宇式大门
house + type + main 
door

commercial 
courtyard house

shangpulei 
minju

商铺类民居
store/shop + type + 
residence

commercial 
street

shangyexing 
jiexiang

商业型街巷
commercial + type 
+ street/lane

component i. goujian
ii. bufen

i. 构件
ii. 部分

i. structure + piece
ii. part/section

conservation/
conserve (protec-
tion/protect)

i. baohu
ii. baohu gong-
zuo

i. 保护
ii. 保护工作

i. conserve + pro-
tect
ii. conserve + work

conservation pro-
cess baohu chengxu 保护程序

conserve + process/
procedure

consolidation jiagu 加固 add + solid/firm
construction 
design shigongtu sheji 施工图设计

construction + 
drawing + design

contemporary dangdai 当代 now + generation

courtyard bound-
ary wall yuanqiang 院墙 courtyard + wall

damage or  dete-
rioration

i. pohuai
ii. sunhuai

i. 破坏
ii. 损坏

i. destruction/dam-
age
ii. damage

disassembly jieti 解体 take apart

disaster zaihai 灾害 disaster + harm
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English Pinyin Chinese Literal meaning
disaster preven-
tion yufang zaihai 预防灾害 prevent + disaster

daozuo daozuo 倒座
reverse/backwards 
+ seat/base

detached style 
signage

dulishi dian-
zhao

独立式店招
independent + type 
+ store + sign

eave gallery langyan 廊檐
gallery/veranda + 
eave

eave wall yanqiang 檐墙 eave + wall

entrance gate damen 大门 main + door

evidence yiju 依据 basis + evidence

existing condition xianzhuang 现状 present + condition

feature element tezheng yaosu 特征要素
characteristic + 
important element

floral-pendant 
gate chuihuamen 垂花门

hanging + flower + 
door

gable wall shanqiang 山墙 mountain + wall

gallery type changlangshi 敞廊式
open + gallery/
veranda + type

hallway type mentingshi 门厅式 door + hall + type

historic condi-
tion yuanzhuang 原状

original/previous 
+ condition

in situ yuanzhi 原址 original + place

intervention i. ganyu
ii. cuoshi

i. 干预
ii. 措施

i. intervene
ii. suitable action

English Pinyin Chinese Literal meaning

kang kang 炕 heated brick bed

maintenance baoyang 保养
conservation + sup-
port

management guanli 管理
administer +man-
age/put in order

masonry-wood 
structure zhuanmuxing 砖木型 brick + wood + type

measure cuoshi 措施 suitable action

middle gate zhongmen 中门 middle + door

minor restoration xianzhuang 
xiuzheng

现状修整

present + condition 
+ repair + put in 
order/fix

mixed typed of 
courtyard layout

hunhexing 
yuanluo

混合型院落
mixed + type + 
courtyard

modern jindai 近代 recent + period

monitoring jiance 监测
supervise + mea-
sure

normal proce-
dure 

zhengchang 
chengxu

正常程序
normal + proce-
dure/process

one-entrance 
gate courtyard yijin yuanluo 一进院落

one + entry/unit + 
courtyard

original fabric yuanwu 原物
original + sub-
stance/property

painted decora-
tion youshi 油饰 oil + decoration

parallel-con-
nection type of 
courtyard layout

binglianxing yu-
anluo

并联型院落

adjoining + connec-
tion + type + court-
yard
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English Pinyin Chinese Literal meaning

paving pudi 铺地 lay + floor/ground

plan fang’an i. 方案
ii. 规划

i. plan
ii. plan

platform baotai 包台
wrap (around) + 
platform

polychrome 
painting caihua 彩画 colorful + painting

preliminary de-
sign chubu sheji 初步设计

preliminary + de-
sign

preserve i. baocun
ii. baohu

i. 保存
ii. 保护

i. conserve + keep
ii. conserve +pro-
tect

principal house zhengfang 正房
main/central + 
room

principle zhunze 准则 follow + norms
process (proce-
dure) chengxu 程序

procedure + se-
quence

ramp podao 坡道 slope + way

reconstruction chongjian 重建 again + build

repair weixiu 维修 maintain + repair

replacement tihuan 替换 replace + change

residential court-
yard house juzhulei minju 居住类民居

residential + type + 
residence

residential street juzhuxing jiex-
iang

居住型街巷
residential + type + 
street/lane

restoration xiufu 修复
repair + recover 
(turn back)

English Pinyin Chinese Literal meaning

screen wall yingbi 影壁 Shadow + wall

setting huanjing 环境 environment

significance jiazhi 价值 value

sill wall jianqiang 槛墙 sill + wall

simple procedure jianyi chengxu 简易程序
simple + procedure/
process

step taijie 台阶 platform + step

storefront type linjieshi 临街式
facing + street + 
type

structure jiegou 结构 join + fabricate

threat zaihai 灾害 disaster + harm
timber compo-
nent mugoujian 木构件

wood + structure + 
piece

treatment
i. xiushan
ii. chuli
iii. zhengzhi

i. 修缮
ii. 处理
iii. 整治

i. repair
ii. attend to/fix up
iii. put in order + 
treat

two-entrance 
gate courtyard 

liang(er)jin 
yuanluo

两（二）进
院落

two + entry/unit + 
courtyard

under-the-eave 
style signage

yanxia dian-
zhao

檐下店招
eave + below + 
store + sign

values jiazhi 价值 value

wall-like gate qiangyuanshi 墙垣式大门
enclosure wall + 
type 

wing house xiangfang 厢房 Chamber + room
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English Pinyin Chinese Literal meaning

workshop court-
yard house

zuofanglei min-
ju

作坊类民居
workshop + type + 
residence

Yaodong struc-
ture guyaoshi 锢窑式

restrained/closed + 
cave/kiln + type

[Partially excerpt from Principles for the Conservation of Heritage 
Sites in China (2002)]

Appendix 2:  Classification Standards 
of Protected Courtyards
In Pingyao, in terms of protection, courtyard houses are currently 
graded as Rank I, Rank II, and Rank III by the Pingyao authorities.

Rank I Courtyard (with very high historic value): The courtyard 
complex or single courtyard with intact overall appearance and 
a certain amount of feature elements such as screen walls etc., 
isformed in the shape of the Chinese character “日(ri)” or “目(mu)”with 
relatively intact layout condition as well as rich historic features.For 
the conservation of rank I courtyards, original courtyard space ratio, 
dimension, structure, layout and style should be maintained. Any 
addition or alteration that has taken place must be removed.

Rank II Courtyard (with high historic value):The courtyard is with 
relatively large scale, intact layout and well preserved historic 
buildings; or the courtyard is in relatively poor integrity condition 
as a whole but maintain some valuable feature elements.For the 
conservation of rank II courtyards, original courtyard space ration, 
dimension, structure, layout and style should be maintained.
Restoration of missing or damaged buildings should be undertaken 
in order to rebuild the traditional architecture spatial relationship. 
Any addition or alteration in the courtyard must be removed. 

Rank III Courtyard (with relatively high historic value): The 
courtyard is formed in the shape of the Chinese character “ 日 (ri)” 
or “ 口 (kou)”with a relatively large amount of missing components 
and historicinformation. For the conservation of rank III courtyards, 
original courtyardspace ration should be maintained. Building layout, 
dimension and spatial relationship shall be restored. Any addition or 
alteration in the courtyard must be removed.
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Appendix 3: “Incentives for the 
Conservation of Tradional Courtyard 
Houses at the Ancient City of 
Pingyao”, issued by Pingyao Urban 
Planning Bureau in 2012
Target Group

This document is applicable to traditional residences in the Ancient 
City of Pingyaothat has clear property ownership and use for 
residential purpose. The scope of the conservation intervention will 
include the building and its subsidiary elements (doors and windows, 
wall, roof, etc.) and the traditional courtyard components (entrance 
gate, screen wall, paving, etc.); and also for historic trees, wells, 
mills, etc.

Requirements for Conservation Work

When undertaking preservation work on historic residences:

• Conservation intervention should be based on regulatory 
documents including “Planning for Protection and Control of the 
Ancient City of Pingyao” and“Practical Conservation Guidelines for 
Traditional Courtyard Houses and Environment in the Ancient City 
of Pingyao”.

• Consolidated restoration standards and requirements should be 
adhered to. Consolidated unit construction price standards should 

be applied to the same construction work. 

• Professional monitoring team should be involved during the 
implementation of the construction work.

Procedure for support application

• Residents submit application materials to the Urban Planning 
Bureau with the following documents: 

- Property ownership certificate

- Currentand historic information about traditionalcourtyard 
houses

- Conservation purpose, scale and methodology with certified 
experts signed sample design of courtyard components such as 
doors, windows, walls, etc. 

- Two sets of photos of pre-conservation courtyard houses

- Construction budget with confirmation of relevant department

- Approval from relevant administrative departments

• On-site investigation by staff of the Urban Planning Bureau.

• After approval of the application, applicants sign the “Preservation 
Work Agreement” with construction companies and the “Preservation 
Work Financial Support Agreement” with the Urban Planning 
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Bureau. The Urban Planning Bureau will organize staff to monitor 
all the preservation work to ensure that it follows the preservation 
requirements.

• Following the completion of the preservation work, applicants 
arrange for the Urban Planning Bureau to evaluate the work.

• The Urban Planning Bureau will organize experts in cultural relics 
and historic building protection, auditors, monitoring staff, experts 
in design and construction to evaluate the preservation work.

• Construction projectsreceiving a disqualification for standards two 
times within two years during the construction implementation, 
will be disqualified from conservation programme with financial 
penalty of 10% of the project total cost.

Monitoring 

The monitoring staff must include:

• Selected representatives of National People's Congress (NPC)
andChinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) 
of Shanxi Province will be involved during the entire construction 
work period as observers. 

• An expert from the study fieldof historic architecture and assigned 
by the government, will exam and monitor construction work 
irregularly.

• People from the relevant professional f ield and affinity 
withconservation of historic cities. 
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Figure Name Source 

Figure 1.1 Ancient City of Pingyao in Ping-
yao County Tongji University

Figure 1.2

General layout of the Ancient 
City of Pingyao, showing the 
defense system
with the six fortified gates and 
major streets

Tongji University

Figure 1.3 Buildings in the Ancient City of 
Pingyao Tongji University

Figure 1.4
Location of landmark archi-
tectures in the Ancient City of 
Pingyao

From Annuals of Ping-
yao County (1999)

Figure 1.5 Street layout of Pingyao Tongji University

Figure 1.6
Commercial streets layout - the 
Chinese character “ 土 (tu)” up-
side down

Tongji University

Figure 1.7 Architecture in Ancient City of 
Pingyao

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 1.8
The three components that 
form the Ancient City of Ping-
yao World Heritage site

Tongji University

Figure 1.9 Topographic map of the An-
cient City of Pingyao area

Pingyao County Ad-
ministration of Cultural 
Heritage

Figure 1.10
Overview of the actions of 
safeguarding the OUV of a 
World Heritage site” 

Tongji University

Figure Name Source 

Figure 2.1 Working Procedure Flow Chart 
and Responsible Parties Tongji University

Figure 2.2 Detailed working procedure 
flow chart Tongji University

Figure 3.1 Typical Pingyao historic court-
yard Tongji University

Figure 3.2 Commercial courtyard houses Tongji University

Figure 3.3 Residential courtyard houses UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.4 Yaodong houses distribution 
areas Tongji University

Figure 3.5 Yaodong types Tongji University

Figure 3.6 Fengshui theory in architec-
ture Tongji University

Figure 3.7 The eight trigrams theory of 
Fengshui in courtyard layout Tongji University

Figure 3.8 Axia l -connect ion type of 
courtyard layout Tongji University

Figure 3.9 Parallel-connection type of 
courtyard layout Tongji University

Figure 3.10 Mixed type of courtyard lay-
out Tongji University

Figure 3.11
Basic elements of a one-en-
trance gate courtyard in Ping-
yao

Tongji University
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Figure Name Source 

Figure 3.12
Typical layout of a two-en-
trance gate courtyard in Ping-
yao

Tongji University

Figure 3.13 Interior circulation flow line of 
a courtyard Tongji University

Figure 3.14
Gradually rising ground level 
and building height in Pingyao 
traditional courtyard houses

Tongji University

Figure 3.15 Courtyard boundary walls UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.16
Components of courtyard 
boundary walls with a wall-
like main gate

Tongji University

Figure 3.17 Building-like gate Tongji University

Figure 3.18 The main gate UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.19 Archway and ramp UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.20 Screen walls and shrines Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.21 Daozuo and decorations of 
the main gate

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.22 Square bricks laid in straight 
and diagonal stretcher course UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.23 Paving and flower rail UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.24 Middle gate UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.25 Wing house UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.26 Three rooms into two rooms Tongji University

Figure Name Source 

Figure 3.27 Layout of room (a) of Figure 
3.23 Tongji University

Figure 3.28 Elevation and layout of front 
and back wing houses Tongji University

Figure 3.29 Eave walls of a wing house UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.30 One ‘open’ room with two 
‘hidden’ rooms Tongji University

Figure 3.31 Three ‘open’ rooms with two 
‘hidden’ rooms Tongji University

Figure 3.32 Section of a cave structure 
type principal house Tongji University

Figure 3.33 The eave gallery of a principal 
house

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.34 Stone base carved drum-like 
surfaces UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.35 Brick carving Tongji University

Figure 3.36
View over the roofs of tra-
ditional Pingyao courtyard 
house

UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.37
Fengshui screen walls with a 
shrine in the middle on the 
roof of a principal house

Tongji University

Figure 3.38 Interior layout of a principal 
house

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.39 Traditional bedroom interior 
layout Tongji University

Figure 3.40 Murals on the surrounding 
walls of a kang

UNESCO Beijing Office 
and online source
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Figure Name Source 

Figure 3.41
Typical doors and windows 
of a Yaodong principal house 
with five rooms

Tongji University

Figure 3.42 Doors and windows of a Ya-
odong principal house UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.43 Doors and windows of a wing 
house Tongji University

Figure 3.44 Typical windows of a wing 
house Tongji University

Figure 3.45 Typical doors of a wing house Tongji University

Figure 3.46 Doors and windows of tradi-
tional residences in Pingyao Tongji University

Figure 3.47 Wood carving on dougong Tongji University

Figure 3.48 Wood carving on bean head Tongji University

Figure 3.49 Wood carving on windows Tongji University
Figure 3.50 Wood carving on gualuo UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.51 Wood carving on floral-pen-
dant gate UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.52 Brick carving on staircase rail-
ing Tongji University

Figure 3.53 Brick carving on screen wall UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.54 Brick carving on middle gate Tongji University

Figure 3.55 Stone carving on staircase 
sheathing UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.56 Stone carving on column base Tongji University

Figure 3.57 Brick carving on screen wall UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure Name Source 

Figure 3.58 Stone carving on shangmashi UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 3.59 Brick carving on eave gallery 
of a principal house Tongji University

Figure 4.1
Examples of courtyard com-
plex and single courtyard 
house layout

Tongji University

Figure 4.2 Roof types Tongji University

Figure 4.3 Two suggested repair meth-
ods (with modern materials) Tongji University

Figure 4.4 Types of walls Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 4.5 Post and lintel construction Tongji University

Figure 4.6 Model 1 Tongji University

Figure 4.7 Model 2 Tongji University

Figure 4.8 Model 3 Tongji University

Figure 4.9 Types of paving Tongji University

Figure 4.10 Types of paving for finishing 
the edges Tongji University

Figure 4.11 Decorations in traditional 
Pingyao residences Tongji University

Figure 4.12 Weathered bricks UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 4.13 Brick efflorescence UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 4.14 Moisture damage to bricks UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 4.15 Wood cracking Tongji University
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Figure Name Source 

Figure 4.16
Detachment of plaster layers 
of column (left) and stairs 
(right)

Tongji University

Figure 4.17 Improper use of replacement 
materials UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 4.18

A wall having stains and cov-
ered with improper material 
which needs to be cleaned 
urgently

Tongji University

Figure 4.19

Two  ro ws  o f  h o l e s  s h a l l 
be punched, so that a wa-
terproofing agent can be 
non-pressure injected

Tongji University

Figure 4.20
The section of the double-
row-hole punch (eg. 370mm 
thick walls)

Tongji University

Figure 4.21 Brick wall face with moisture 
and efflorescence UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 5.1
Ad hoc additions into the 
courtyard spaces disrupt the 
traditional layout

UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 5.2 Kitchen and bathroom in tra-
ditional courtyard UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 5.3
Examples of residences inte-
grating modern living condi-
tion

Tongji University

Figure 5.4

Recommended model  for 
public/shared bathroom and 
kitchen within a courtyard 
building

Tongji University

Figure Name Source 

Figure 5.5

Recommended models for 
the installation of private 
bathroom and kitchen in wing 
house and principal house

Tongji University

Figure 5.6
Recommended model for the 
installation of private bath-
room and kitchen in Daozuo

Tongji University

Figure 5.7 Location of air conditioning 
condensing unit Tongji University

Figure 6.1

Layout of the Ancient City 
of Pingyao, the commercial 
streets are shown in red, the 
residential streets are shown 
in blue

Tongji University

Figure 6.2 Typical section of commercial 
streets Tongji University

Figure 6.3 Typical section of residential 
streets Tongji University

Figure 6.4 Hallway type Tongji University

Figure 6.5 Gallery type Tongji University

Figure 6.6 Storefront type Tongji University

Figure 6.7
Recommended color schemes 
for Pingyao traditional archi-
tecture

Tongji University

Figure 6.8
Sections of residential build-
ing with wood structure main 
entrance type facade

Tongji University
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Figure Name Source 

Figure 6.9
Section of residential building 
with Yaodong structure main 
entrance type façade

Tongji University

Figure 6.10
Steps that span the entire 
length of the building façade 
on commercial streets

Tongji University

Figure 6.11
Steps that span the length of 
one room module of the build-
ing on commercial streets

Tongji University

Figure 6.12 Paving layouts and materials 
of steps in commercial streets Tongji University

Figure 6.13 Recommended paving styles 
in commercial streets Tongji University

Figure 6.14
Paving methods and materials 
of steps and ramps in residen-
tial streets

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 6.15
Construction methods and 
materials of platform in resi-
dential streets

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 6.16 Recommended paving styles 
for residential streets Tongji University

Figure 6.17 Traditional under-the-eave 
style signage

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 6.18
Recommended position for 
commercial signage on com-
mercial streets

Tongji University

Figure 6.19
Recommended position for 
commercial signage on resi-
dential streets

Tongji University

Figure Name Source 

Figure 6.20 Recommended plaque and 
writing colors Tongji University

Figure 6.21 Wall lamp and lamp post UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 6.22 Recommended lantern styles UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 6.23 Recommended lantern posi-
tion in commercial streets Tongji University

Figure 6.24
Recommended lantern posi-
tion of wall lamps in commer-
cial streets

Tongji University

Figure 6.25
Recommended lantern posi-
tion of lanterns in residential 
streets

Tongji University

Figure 6.26
Recommended position of 
wal l  lamps in  res ident ia l 
streets

Tongji University

Figure 6.27 Recommended positions for 
outdoor business area Tongji University

Figure 6.28 Recommended style for out-
door business area

Tongji University and 
UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 6.29 Recommended treatment of 
exposed pipelines UNESCO Beijing Office

Figure 6.30 Recommended style for cover-
ing air conditioning split unit Tongji University 

Cover photo N/A UNESCO Beijing Office
Chapter cov-
er photo N/A Tongji University and 

UNESCO Beijing Office






